Optimal energy harvesting from a stack of serially-connected rectennas
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Introduction

Recently, interest in wireless applications has led to an ever-increasing use of batteries. Many efforts focus the possibility to extend the battery life by reducing the consumption of the devices. Other solutions collect ambient energy for energizing these devices [1]. Energy harvesting consists of the process of capturing and converting a part of the ambient energy into useful electrical energy. Ambient energy is available in the environment in different forms; light, thermal, mechanical or chemical. Recently, wireless energy-harvesting technology has received special attention due to the omnipresence of electromagnetic fields related to wireless sources and the growth in use of wireless devices in many applications like mobile phones and sensor networks [2]. Due to the development of new radio technologies, the radio sources are becoming heavily populated: television, radio, cellular, GSM, GPS, WiFi, satellite and radar. Radio Frequency (RF) signals can be collected and converted into electricity by rectennas, which consists of an antenna and a rectifier circuit, to provide a sustainable power supply from radio environment [3,4,5]. Only a small amount of the energy transmitted from the wireless sources can be scavenged and converted into electrical energy. Consequently, RF energy harvesting suffers from low output power and low output voltage that can limit their applications [6]. Energy densities can vary from 0.01 µW/cm² to 300 µW/cm² depending on the location the RF power source and the rectenna geometry. It is still sufficient to supply wireless nodes [7]. Most commonly used wireless sensor nodes consume hundreds of µWs in active mode and few µWs in sleep mode [8]. RF systems, like the other energy harvesting systems, are considered technologies that can supply low power applications and remove the need for batteries for low power devices, hence overcoming economic, energetic and environmental issues. [9].

Various energy harvesting circuit topologies have recently been developed. They are generally based on the non-linear characteristics of diodes that allow the AC to DC energy conversion. These topologies depend on different criteria including diode position and antenna design: single series structure [10], shunted mounted diode structure [11] or voltage doubler structure [12] that allows reaching higher DC voltage. Several kinds of antennas have been used in harvesting energy circuits such as patch antenna [13], dipole antenna [14], multilayer antenna [15] and antenna array.

The energy produced by an array of rectennas can be stacked in several configurations to increase the output power for supplying the desired application [16,17]. In one approach, a single rectifier can be matched with multiple antennas [18]. In another approach, each antenna in the stack can incorporate its own rectifier [19] and the DC voltage outputs are combined in parallel, series, or in a hybrid manner [20].

A serial association may be suitable to increase the output voltage of the stack to an acceptable level for the application. However the variable and unpredictable levels of available power lead to dispersion in the characteristics of rectennas that can affect the global efficiency of the serial association [21]. The main objective of this paper is to optimize the efficiency of a serial stack of rectennas.

1. RF energy harvesting circuit components

The key element of a wireless energy transfer system is the rectenna. It consists in collecting energy from one or more sources through receiving antennas. The recovered power is converted to DC power through a rectifier consisting of one or more Schottky diodes, or diode-mounted MOSFETs, in order to supply electronic devices. Zero-bias Schottky diodes are selected thanks to their low threshold voltage, high switching speed and ability to operate at high frequencies. Circuits based on MOSFETs are acceptable but fitting back the threshold voltage of a MOSFET increases the complexity of the rectifier. Fig. 1 depicts the schematic of a rectenna. Because of its non-linear behaviour, the diode generates high harmonic signals on either side of the circuit that modify the performances of the rectenna especially in multiple frequency environments. For this reason, two filters (RF and DC) are designed on each side of the rectifier.
circuit. The RF-side band-pass filter aims to avoid energy losses by eliminating radiation harmonics of higher order modes that are reflected back to the antenna. The DC-side low-pass filter allows delivering DC current to the load but blocks all RF components including the fundamental component at 2.45 GHz. The latter central frequency is selected as an example here. In that way, the remaining RF energy is reflected to the diode to enhance the mixing and consequently the RF to DC conversion of the input signal. An impedance matching network is added between the RF filter and the diode to ensure maximum power transfer.

A lab-scale rectifier is composed here of two SMS7630 diodes. Two diodes have been used to maximize the output voltage of the circuit. The diodes are connected in opposite way for a full-wave rectifying effect. Two stubs are used as low-pass DC-filter. The access line presents a low impedance in order to match the rectifier to 50 Ω ($w = 3.88$ mm). The line is fabricated on 800 µm-thick Rogers 4003 substrate. The rectifier is 35 mm long and 20 mm wide as shown in Fig. 1-b.

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
(a) Conceptual view of RF energy harvesting system (a), photography of the studied rectifier (b)

2. Energy harvesting from a stack of rectenna

In series-connected rectenna, the individual voltages add-up at the output while a common current flows through the stack as shown in Fig. 2. The serial association is considered to step-up the voltage while increasing the output power to an acceptable level for real applications (>1 V).

![Figure 2](image2.png)  
Figure 2. Serial association of rectennas

The rectenna behaviour is the focus here. Two rectennas are supplied by a single electromagnetic power source with different values of input RF power (-0.5 dBm and 0 dBm respectively) to simulate the case of variable levels of available ambient energy.

Each rectenna was characterized by changing the load as function of current to obtain the output voltage and consequently determine the output power. Fig. 3 shows the electrical characteristics of 2 rectennas. Rectenna 1 has an open circuit voltage of 0.8 V and 43 µW of maximum output power while Rectenna 2 has an open circuit voltage of 1.12 V and 250 µW of maximum output power. The maximum power point for each rectenna is different due to different levels of available electromagnetic energy or different efficiency values.
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Figure 3. Electrical characteristics of two rectennas
When the two rectennas are serially connected, the rectennas in the stack are not able to operate at their maximum power point what leads to a low stack efficiency. The maximum efficiency of the serial stack is 38.5% where the first rectenna operates at 72% and the second at 30% of their maximum available power respectively. Fig. 4 shows the electrical characteristics of the serial rectennas. For an output current higher than 240 µA, the voltage of the first rectenna is reversed. Voltage reversal phenomenon is detrimental to power generation because the concerned rectenna (the weakest) will absorb some electrical energy from the other rectenna.

Figure 4. Output voltage of the serial stack and the voltage of each rectenna in the stack

3. Voltage balancing circuit for energy harvesting

Many voltage-balancing circuits have been studied in literature for batteries and supercapacitors to enhance the efficiency and extend their lifetime [22, 23, 24, 25]. Application of voltage balancing circuits to Microbial Fuel cells (MFCs) has been studied to solve the problem of serial association of non-uniform MFCs [26]. In a serial association, connecting a parallel capacitor with the generators in the stack, can transfer some energy from the strongest generator(s) to the weakest one(s) to achieve the balancing as shown in Fig. 5. This method is known in literature as switched-capacitor method. The maximum exergetic efficiency reaches 92% of the maximum power point for a serial stack of 2 MFCs [26, 27]. Considering that rectennas have similar electrical characteristics as MFCs, application of this circuit to a serial stack of rectennas may optimize the efficiency of the stack. The switched-capacitor circuit (SC) only requires switches (SW), capacitors (C) and a single oscillator [28]. The switched-capacitor circuit therefore offers good perspectives for rectennas.

The circuit is fabricated by using SPDT switches with low internal resistances (0.5Ω) as shown in Fig.6. The value of the balancing capacitor and the switching frequency were sized experimentally. For a frequency of 1 kHz, the balancing is not efficient and the system has an exergetic efficiency of 39.5% (of the maximum available power point). Increasing the frequency will enhance the performance of the circuit. A high frequency (about 1 MHz) increases the losses in the circuit and decreases the total efficiency. It was found that with a capacitor of 500 nF and a switching frequency of 10 kHz, the circuit has the best efficiency. The serial association of rectennas in Fig. 4 offers a maximum exergetic efficiency of 61.4% with voltage balancing circuit. Fig. 7 shows the electrical characteristics of the serial stack with the balancing circuit. The output power is increased from 113 µW (without voltage balancing circuit) to 180 µW with the application of voltage balancing circuit. At high current densities, no voltage inversion phenomenon was noted.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, energy harvesting from a serial stack of rectennas is studied. The dispersion of rectenna performances is one issue that will decrease the efficiency of a serial association compared to individual performance of rectenna. A circuit that enables voltage balancing across serially associated rectennas is required. Balancing voltage across all rectennas in the stack achieves a higher output voltage and therefore better performances. We have experimentally demonstrated the interest of a voltage balancing circuit to optimize the performance of the association of rectennas and prevent the voltage inversion in the weakest rectenna(s). The switched-capacitor circuit is an efficient voltage balancing circuit for low power generators like rectennas. This voltage-balancing circuit offers a low-cost effective solution to increase the energy generation of rectennas to supply low power application. The SC circuit can be extended to a stack of a large number of rectennas. The integration of the circuit will decrease losses and the volume of the circuit and enhance the performances.
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